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HTR Tournament  
HTR Summer Handicapping Tournament – Final Results and Review 

 

Congratulations to Tommy Castillo (TequilaTea) as champion in our HTR Summer Tournament!  As if 
the contest maven needed any more awards, he will receive 3-free months on HTR and a cash prize 
equaling his contest score ($92).  Don Marconi (Gumper) finished 2nd and Bob Barbaro (BobbyB) came in 
3rd.  Nice effort from both.  They’ll receive a free month on HTR or $100 cash.  Top-10 standings follow 
along with statistics on performance.  Notice how some players had excellent in-the-money totals and 
were very consistent getting most of their horses to hit the board.  Our format was designed to encourage 
different wagering styles and not just longshot players.         
 
Thanks to all 45 players that participated in the contest.  I’ll have some discussion on page-3 relating to 
how tournament play really helps the horseplayer to focus and establish good betting opportunities.  No 
matter where you finished this time, the experience is invaluable and will increase your awareness of bet-
ting opportunities in the future. 
 
Fin     Nickname      Name/Location             Plays  Win% ITM%    $ROI 
  

1       TequilaTea    Tommy C, Dallas            50     12   38     1.31* 
2       Gumper        Don M, Philadelphia        50     26   54     1.20 
3       BobbyB        Bob B, NoCal               50     14   46     1.13 
4       Jungleleg     George D, NoCal            50     22   84*    1.12 
5       KM            Ken M, SoCal               50     12   46     1.12 
 
6       Pizzaman      Gary P, Moorestown, NJ     50     32*  62     1.11 
7       WesB          Wes B, Sarasota, FL        49     16   51     1.10 
8       Dawgfan       John B, Seattle            50     20   50     1.09 
9       George        George B, Indianapolis     50     16   46     1.09 
10      Fnbjr         Frank B, Pennslyvania      50     12   38     1.06 
 
Most contestants commented that our tournament format gave a fair and realistic chance to every player.  
Here are some of the key aspects to the rules that we decided on    
 

• 18 days of competition with a total of 50 plays mandatory.  Everyone understands that tournaments 
are often decided by the luck factor in the end, yet we did our best to prevent fluky good fortune from 
becoming dominant in this one.  With 50 plays spread over a 3-week period it was a contest where 
skill and consistency were more important. 

 

• Maximum five plays per day (except on the final day when everyone was allowed to catch up and 
play as many horses as needed).  This is another rule that prevents someone from amassing too many 
points in one day – but also has the effect of limiting early burnout!  This rule is subject to review.  
Yet while it may be popular to allow more plays per day, many contestants would have been tapped 
out the first week if not for the 5-play limit.   

 

• Three tracks only, SAR, DMR and MNR.  This was done primarily to keep things organized on our 
end.  Too many tracks can be difficult to score and keep tabs on.  We added MNR as our third choice 
because they run on Tuesdays and at night.  Saratoga turned out to be a mess to follow this summer – 
with tons of scratches and wet weather it was tough to find confident plays.  Next time (February) we 
will use OP, SA, GP + PEN or TUP.  If we do this again next summer, we’ll add AP or LAD as a 
fourth choice to make it more interesting. 

 

• Scratches were voided and ignored.  This is absolutely the best method of dealing with horses that 
don’t run.  In most other contests (as well as the real pick-3,4,6), the issue of scratches is a serious 
problem and often effects the outcome and players chances.  Usually they force the wagering favorite 
as a substitute.  In the recent Saratoga Survivor contest, the scratches were critical in the outcome for 
thousands of players and rendered the contest a lottery. 
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Tournament  
HTR Tournament Review….continued  

 

• Deduction of wagers.  Each wager in our contest cost the player $6.  If the horse ran out of the money 
a (–6) points were taken off the score.  Here again, this prevents the blatant longshot players from 
winning the contest with one or two big bombs.  With 50 wagers required, you need to be much more 
consistent to garner enough points to win as all the losing wagers will cancel out a single huge score.  
We held a reasonable cap of 100 points maximum on any outcome.  This was done to prevent players 
from winning the contest on the final day with a lucky 99/1 shot.   

 

• Complete and accurate results and standings updated daily.  This was the reason for $25/entry fee 
paid to Rick.  To keep players interested and excited about the tournament you have to have constant 
feedback and visible standings that update regularly.  Our HTR web-host Rick Bush did a tremendous 
job on that – observing the action and holding the players to the rules.    

 
• Holding fast to the rules.  As with all tournaments there were some unfortunate errors that cost people 

points.  Rick would not give in on any of them.  Everyone has made bonehead mistakes while betting 
the track and at big tournaments – and they never give you a break either – you won’t get your money 
back if you bet the wrong race or program number.  But we can offer solace to those that made typos 
and other careless mistakes and recognize that you did a great job handicapping the race anyway, but 
be sure to pay attention to the little things that can cost you.    

 
• Coupled Entries. Our winner, Tommy Castillo was the beneficiary of a non-rule that we need to 

address next time.  He played a horse that was part of a coupled entry.  It was scratched, but the 
remaining entrant won the race.  Lucky break!  Rick decided to give Tommy the points because we 
did not have a written advance rule on this.  Next time we will offer a “must go” tag on any selections 
that are part of an entry – so in case of a scratch you can void the coupled selection.  If you don’t 
apply the tag, then you receive any members of the coupled entry that do run.  Castillo won this con-
test by such a large margin that this had no bearing on the final outcome.  

 
We appreciate your feedback on all of this and let us know what format changes or structural differences 
would improve the whole thing or get you more interested next time.  
 

Final Thoughts 
For the beginner, a public tournament can be nervous time.  When you put yourself at stake as a handi-
capper it is a far different mind-set than when wagering privately.  You may be thinking that you don’t 
want to look foolish or appear to be a loser in front of everyone.  These feelings are natural and go away 
after a few attempts in contests.  Trust me, nobody gives a damn unless you are ahead in the standings.  
And there is nothing wrong with taking your lumps if you learn from it and progress in the future.  Horse-
players get burned all the time with close photos, bad rides and stupid betting decisions; tournaments are 
just a micro-managed version of the same experience. 
 
Yet it is undeniable that contests do motivate us differently than regular wagering.  The concentration and 
attention to detail is much more focused.  Most tournament contestants report feeling exhausted and 
wiped out mentally when it is over.  There is a certain intensity to succeed in public that doesn’t come out 
when betting horses in private.  One stress reliever we can appreciate at contests is the fact that the record 
keeping is automatic!  The hosts are keeping the score and tallying your total.  If your score is lousy then 
you have no choice but to swallow it and reevaluate your methods.  While it is never important to worry 
about what others are thinking, self-discovery is the foundation for improvement.  A poor contest score is 
a firm reminder of how difficult the game can be if taken casually. 
 
Here’s hoping we see you at the upcoming Orleans tournament, Oct 10-13 in Las Vegas.  Give it a shot.  
Win or lose it will turn you into a tougher horseplayer when it is over.  I hope the same was true for our 
little contest and we thank you taking part and look forward to the next one.        
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News and Views 
Is the Public Really a Good Handicapper? 

 

You have heard it and read it over and over: “the public is an excellent handicapper…” I’m not sure why 
this is propagated so commonly and without much thought.  But almost every author of a handicapping 
book or article on this subject will reinforce this notion and preach it as gospel.  The reality is that the 
‘public’, the masses that collectively wager their opinions, are performing exactly as expected in a 
mathematical model of return on investment vs. track takeout. 
 
We can begin any study of the ‘public’ with the well-documented fact that favorites win about 33% of the 
races.  Keep in mind that we are talking about every race at every track.   Picking one winner in any three 
tries would seem to be an enormous accomplishment, especially with no stipulations attached to the race 
selection.  This is a win rate rarely exceeded by the very best handicappers or public selectors.  Indeed, I 
have no individual factors within HTR software that can select more than 30% wins if all races are 
examined together.  You would think that brilliant researchers or computer analysts would have been able 
to beat that 33% mark by now with some incredible point system or software – none have succeeded.  So 
the admiration we have for the ‘public’ seems to be well founded. 
 
Writers and researchers prior to 1980 also noted the 33% win standard for chalk.  Long before the age of 
computers and mass-data studies the statistic held firm year after year.  Parimutuel wagering took hold in 
the 1930’s and it seems that the 33% favorite win rate for thoroughbreds has never changed in North 
America since the beginning.  Diminishing field sizes and over-saturation of the sport began in the 1970’s 
but has had almost no effect on 1/3 rate of winning favorites.  
 
Now lets look at another number.  The percentage of winners you will realize if you make a purely ran-
dom selection in every race run in North American in the year 2002.  Your win rate will be about 12%.  
Not so good?  There are many successful horseplayers and tournament winners that keep good records 
and they will admit to a hit rate less than this, while still making plenty of money.   
 
Here is the critical number that undermines the notion that the ‘public’ is a good at the game  
 

ROI = 0.81 
 

This is the return you will realize if you bet either the public favorite or a random selection in every race.   
The –19% loss pretty much represents the exact takeout and breakage deducted for wagers by the tracks.  
It indicates that the public is winning at a rate that matches the expected loss of a random wager due to 
static takeout rates.  But no one is saying the public is a good bettor, just a good handicapper. 
 
Ok, how about if we bet equal amounts on every horse in every race?  Now the hit rate is 100% and you 
will cash a ticket in every single race including the longest odds winners.  And guess what, your ROI will 
end up 0.81.  Is that good handicapping?  The constant that should determine a “good” handicapper is the 
ability to beat the takeout, not the win percent.  In the case of the ‘public’, the 33% win rate is merely 
reflective of the number of winners needed to realize the expected –19% loss. 
 
The moral of the story is that the ‘public’ - like water - will seek its proper level (0.81 ROI).  In the long 
run the ‘public’ wins and loses at a rate that perfectly matches the takeout and breakage.  The 33% win is 
just a natural consequence of its expected loss rate.  In the end, the ‘public’ and wagering favorites are 
doing nothing more than a monkey throwing darts could accomplish in terms of profit.  The successful 
horserace investor is always aware of the bandwagon mentality concerning heavily bet horses and is on 
the lookout for overlays that will net long run profits – not a high percentage of winners.   
 
Take another look at the standings for our HTR on-line contest.  A random bettor making 50 wagers 
($300) with our tournament format would have expected a return of about 245.00 points (-55.00 score).  
Those that scored above this level beat the track takeout.  The 14 players that finished in positive territory 
can be applauded for a job well done as they finished with a profitable ROI after three weeks of betting.  
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 Velocity Handicapping 
More on the “Rule of 50” 

 

Received a ton of feedback from seminar attendees and August newsletters readers about the Fr3 bench-
mark that seems to be so critical in assessing a field for late running.  If you are not up to speed on the 
‘rule of 50’ please read last month’s (August 2002) newsletter before continuing below. 
 
Let’s go through some other possible scenarios with the ‘rule of 50’ that you will have to deal with in 
daily handicapping.  Many betting decisions involve Fr1 (Ev) horses that are obviously going to make the 
lead but are questionable on stamina.  The race below took place at LAD on Aug 30, race-4 at 6.5f for 5k 
claimers.  I copied this printout from HTR2001 velocity+ screen (PL-5). 
 
Horse        MLO        RS      Fr1        Fr2        Fr3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tuned Out    3/1        *F     59.91!     56.37      47.86 
Briliant Mu  3/1         P     56.61      57.30      51.96 
Eddie Wilso  5/1         S     56.11      58.07      52.65 
Going Apala 15/1         S     56.08      56.54      52.10 
Sarepta Sau 10/1         S     55.99      58.48      51.53 
Traffic Pol 20/1         S     55.80      58.71*     52.44 
Majestic Co 12/1         S     55.79      57.24      51.44 
Nalees Nativ 2/1         P     55.15      57.72      52.78! 
 
Notice the (!) marking on some of the f/p/s ratings.  This indicates that the horse has a sizeable advantage 
in that factor.  A (*) indicates the top ranking but not by a wide margin.  The screen is sorted by Fr1 and 
appears obvious from the running style (RS) and Fr1 ratings that Tuned Out is going to the front and the 
others will be left in his wake early.   
 
Several important things to note here, starting with the glaring fact that Tuned Out is the only horse in the 
race with a Fr3 rating below 50 (47.86).   When every entrant in the field exceeds the critical benchmark 
of 50.00 fps in the final fraction, except one, the exception is vulnerable because the others can consume 
him late in the race.  Several important questions you need to ask before dismissing this horse immedi-
ately though - as these types can and do win despite the apparent weakness in Fr3……… 
 

• The odds are critical.  You must require a fat price to bet a cheap speed horse such as Tuned Out.   
Even with his enormous advantage in the opening fraction, he is going to run out of gas late in the 
race for sure and you don’t want low odds while you are yelling “where’s the wire!!”  At 10/1 or 
more, Tuned Out is a good gamble based on the fact that he can clear the field early.  As the favorite 
or at low odds he is a scary proposition at crunch time in the last 80 yards.   

 

• The turn-time (Fr2) is an important factor in determining the possibility that the horse can put away 
the field on the turn and hang on to win.   If the runner in question is not competitive in the ratings 
with his Fr2 number, then he may not be able to utilize his powerful Fr1 advantage and dispose of the 
others by the top of the stretch.   We’ll talk more about the importance of the Fr2 transition later in 
this issue. 

 

• A distance of 6.5 or 7.0 increases the chances for the late runners.  Fr1 leaders that cannot exceed 
50.00 fps Fr3 are going to be wobbly after 6 furlongs.   Another reason why low odds cannot be toler-
ated.   

 
Tuned Out ran exactly as expected in the LAD race above.  He got the lead easily, slowed the pace, de-
accelerated on the turn and was nearly passed by the 20/1 shot, but shook him off and held stubbornly 
until the final yards – beaten narrowly by the favorite Nalees Native.   
 
Tuned Out would have been a smart play at 10/1 or more, yet he was a very poor risk as the 2nd favorite.  
Uncontested speed is always dangerous – but be sure you have a leg to stand on (Fr3) before accepting 
low odds on them.    
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Velocity Handicapping 
Grass Races and the ‘Rule of 52’ 

 

Dirt and Turf require an entirely different perception when assessing Fr3.  Often on dirt, especially among 
cheap horses, Fr3 is a non-entity if all the entrants are computed below 50.00 f/p/s.  But that is almost 
never the case on grass where races are decided more often in the last quarter mile.  Horses with compa-
rably weak Fr3 numbers are at a big disadvantage.   
 
These days, turf races are carded for nearly all class levels.  This makes it more difficult to establish a 
solid benchmark as we have on the dirt (50.00 fps).  But in general, quality thoroughbreds running on 
major track grass courses, 52.00 fps Fr3 is reasonable standard.  Cheaper races and minor tracks will have 
lower ratings and the handicapper needs to use good judgment to establish comparable strength in the 
final fraction.  One method of doing this is to use PL-4 for selecting running lines in turf races.  This 
insures that the line taken will be from the grass and the Fr3 number relevant. 
 
Peruse the velocity fractions from the 4th-race at Del Mar below that took place on August 2.  Inspect the 
Fr3 numbers for all horses.  This is C50 for older females at 8.5T.  PL-4 was used to select 100% grass 
running lines for the field below. 
 
Horse        MLO        RS      Fr1        Fr2        Fr3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Land Tax     5/1        *P     55.28*     53.52      52.65 
Northglen   20/1         P     55.26      54.34      49.99 
Secret Inex 10/1         P     53.92      55.40      50.47 
Kernite      5/1         P     53.86      55.34      54.41 
Lookn Might  7/2         S     53.67      55.89      51.73 
Hazen       12/1         S     53.58      55.66      52.71 
Thermostati 15/1         S     53.50      51.46      55.22* 
River Valle  5/1         R     53.42      56.30*     51.31 
 
Here we see the typical pace-less grass route with no early speed to speak of.   This common scenario will 
produce a moderate gallop to the top of the stretch and then a rapid cavalry charge to the wire.  Position 
entering the stretch and late kick are the key factors for victory in a closely matched field.   
 
Four of the horses in this race, including two of the favorites, have Fr3 ratings below 52.00.  That would 
be acceptable if the rest of the field were similarly rated, but four others in here are all rated above 52.50 
which makes it a tall order for a weak finisher to win this.   Land Tax won the race and Hazen finish 2nd.  
 
Couple of points about turf races and Fr3 
 

• If a dirt paceline is chosen for comparison of Fr3 it will distort the horse’s potential.  Dirt races are 
run much faster early and have far greater de-acceleration in the final fraction than turf events.  PL-4 
will take care of that problem, but it may also omit many horses that do not have a recent acceptable 
grass line to use.  Horses moving from dirt to turf for the first time can be assessed effectively with 
pedigree and trainer records with better results than using dirt velocity numbers, but be careful of sur-
face switchers that are facing proven grass winners for the first time, they have a very difficult task to 
beat those already accomplished on the course.  

 
• A grass entrant that ranks-1 in both Fr2 and Fr3 is going to be difficult to defeat if early position is 

not an issue.  But these horses are often last down the backstretch and will need racing luck to suc-
ceed.  The deep-late-running types are excellent for the exacta and trifecta at generous odds.  Most 
HTR handicappers make note immediately of the early speed in any race they are analyzing.  In grass 
races, try to determine the horse most likely to be running last in the early going.  They are typically 
under bet by the public and will often pick up the place & show if the late velocity ratings are strong.   
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Velocity Handicapping 
Discussion about Turn-Time –Fr2  

 

Fraction-2 turn time is an excellent additive measure of overall talent in the thoroughbred.  Any horse that 
has superior Fr1 and Fr2 velocity over his field will be very hard to defeat.  The same is true of a horse 
with top numbers in both Fr2 and Fr3 in many instances.  The decisive moments of most dirt races occur 
on the far turn, not the stretch.  Horses that have gained prominent attack position down the backside can 
put the field away in the twinkling of an eye with a power move on the far turn.  The visually stunning 
“rapid 4-wide swoop” is perhaps the most dazzling sense of joy a winning horseplayer feels in this game!  
The incredible energy of such a move urges us to dig deeper into an understanding of how to measure and 
quantify such power.   
 
In his book, Modern Pace Handicapping, Tom Brohamer tries to lead the reader into an understanding of 
turn-time (Fr2) as a transitional factor from Fr1, but definitely not to use as a stand-alone handicapping 
method.  This was perhaps the biggest misunderstanding readers took from his book.  My tests and others 
have clearly shown that Fr2 is poor cousin to Fr1 (Ev) in HTR, and by itself, is actually the weakest of the 
eight standard velocity measurements we have in the program.  Its best use is as a supplement to the Fr1 
or Fr3 numbers.  If Fr1 or Fr3 is strong, take a look at Fr2 to verify that the horse did not coast in the 
middle portion of the race.  Look at the example 6-furlong running lines below <Fr1><Fr2><Fr3>. 
 

1. 59.00   54.00   53.00   Won  wire to wire, easily  
2. 58.50   58.00   49.50   5TH  dueled to stretch, weakened 

 
Both horses compute to average pace (A/P) = 55.33.    
Horse-1 will have the better final speed figure from Cramer / Beyer / Ragozin for sure. 
Who do you prefer?  What will happen if they face each other? 
 
Horse-1 opens with a fast 59.00 fps.  That’s racehorse time.  Then he slows way down and cruises a very 
soft 2nd fraction turn-time (54.00) and saves all that energy for a powerful closing kick in 53.00.  This is 
the typical pattern of a maiden claiming winner: sprint a quick opening quarter to gain clear advantage, 
slow down around the turn and come home strongly and win by daylight.  His connections may be 
impressed enough to enter Nw1 allowance race next time.  Horseplayers looking at the PP’s will see a big 
speed figure and the large margin of victory – sure signs of heavy betting next out. 
 
Horse-2 has slightly slower opening (58.50) but still very solid.  His transition to the turn was no cake- 
walk as it was for Horse-1 though.  He is barely allowed to de-accelerate at all (58.00) around the turn 
while dueling.  This is a burst of heavy thoroughbred firepower and an extremely positive sign of fitness.  
His effort in the 2nd fraction taxed him deeply and his final quarter was weak.   
 
Horse-1 has something to prove when he faces a tiger such as Horse-2 in battle.  The most likely outcome 
is that Horse-1 will not be able to keep up with such pressure in the 2nd fraction and fold.  The strong final 
quarter he put forth last time means nothing if the horse is spent and exhausted before the stretch.   Horse-
2 will eventually encounter a field that does not require his maximum thrust on the turn.   He will then run 
his competition into the ground if allowed a soft 2nd fraction.  If placed next in a route, he could wire the 
field at high odds as the bettors rarely embrace a quitting sprinter stretching out.     
 
You could make a nice living on runners like Horse-2 when the odds beckon.  They are the classic “better 
than looked” horse and few players can sense their strength sans the velocity numbers we have in HTR.    
 
Continued on page 8 
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Velocity Handicapping 
Turn-Time Handicapping…. continued 

 

Below is an example of a real race with a favorite that appears solid on some numbers but has a weak 
turn-time.  This race (8th) took place at Arlington on Aug 25th.  The odd-on public choice here is Emily 
Ring, who seems to have an early pace edge on this 6.0f field.  But this was a tough looking C25 group of 
mares as you can see from the velocity ratings………..  
 
Horse        MLO        RS      Fr1        Fr2        Fr3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Emily Ring   7/5        *F     59.09*     55.45      52.79 
Lemon Haze   5/1         P     58.35      57.17      53.49 
Rain Boots   6/1         E     57.95      57.90      53.97 
Abba Gold    3/1         P     56.30      57.28      55.09 
Savannah Han 6/1         S     55.88      57.44      55.21 
Dare She Goe 6/1         S     53.58      57.94*     55.12* 
 
Emily Ring has an obvious weakness in Fr2.  Everyone else in the race is over 57.00 fps.  Although it 
looks like she can open up on these down the backstretch, how confident can we be that she’ll hold off the 
inevitable challenge on the turn?  At 10/1 odds or more, a lone-F like Emily is worth a shot to go wire-to-
wire, but not at even money.  Rain Boots applied the pressure and beat her ($10). 
 
As an isolated handicapping factor, turn-time Fr2 has surprisingly poor results.  Typically, the win per-
centage will hover between 12-15% and the ROI around 0.83.   Never use it to pick a winner alone, but it 
is an excellent source to verify Fr1 or Fr3 strength.  A horse that is tops in any velocity category but 
weakest in Fr2 is always vulnerable.    
 
Part of the problem with turn-time velocity is that at many distances the 2nd fraction does not take place 
entirely on the turn.   Much of Fr2 takes place on the backstretch at elongated sprints or 1-turn mile races.  
The same situation is true in many two-turn route races as well.  The HTR Impact program was designed 
to address this problem.  The ATT (attack) rating was re-computed at each and every distance so that the 
figure obtained was quantified entirely on the far turn.  However, the stretch call is the nearest timing post 
that we can use after the turn, and that means it may have the opposite problem in that the ATT rating is a 
little longer than we might want.  There is just no ideal way of measuring the exact turn sequence of a 
race as we don’t have fractional times or beaten lengths in the charts at those precise points.   
 
At the 6-furlong distance on a typical one-mile oval, the Fr2 turn-time is a near perfect computation as it 
encompasses nearly all of the critical turn section of the race.  The same is true of a 1-mile race on the 
same tracks.  But what about a 1-1/8 mile race at Belmont?  The entire 2nd fraction is run down the back-
side of the track – none of it on the turn.  How about a 6-1/2 or 7f race at the bullring Fairplex Park (FPX- 
Los Angeles County Fair)? - 2nd fraction in those races is actually run around the first of the two-turns!  
The permutations and geometry of figuring actual turn-time scenarios is endless and that is part of the 
reason why the factor, by itself, performs inconsistently.  
 
HTR velocity handicappers have been taught well over the years to fear anything with a strong Fr1 
advantage.  Now move forward in your analysis to grasp a deeper understanding of those early speed 
horses by scrutinizing the Fr2 turn-time ratings in comparison to the competition.  Many Fr1 leaders can 
overpower their field on the far turn when the Fr2 rating is strong, draw clear and effectively end the race 
before the stretch.     
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Systems and Angles 
Testing the Vi at the 37+ Level 

 

For a primer on the Vi, please refer to the August 2002 newsletter. 
 
Let’s take a look at the highest 20% of ratings on the Vi scale.  This is the 37-point-and-up range.  At this 
high level of Vi we can expect the favorites to win at rates much greater than normal and races to have a 
more formful and predictable outcome.  Does this mean longshots ($15+) rarely win?  The normal per-
centage for longshots ($15) is 25% - let’s find out if they win less than expected with a large test. 
 
First let’s establish where the numbers stand without the Vi parameter.  I’ll use the ML odds, K-rating 
and the Ev (Fr1) rankings to establish normal ranges.    
 
Vi = Any   All Dist/Surf   All Tracks   All Class Types 
 

Item      Win%     ROI      
 

MLO-1      30      0.81 
ML0-2      19      0.80 
 

K-1        30      0.87 
K-2        20      0.84 
K-3        15      0.81 
 

Ev-1       19      0.90 
Ev-2       16      0.84 
 

Longshot Win Rate = 23.6% 
 
The numbers above are typical of large samples tested over the years.  The (K) rating in HTR2001 is 
relatively new however, and the 30/20 win-rate for the top-2 has been amazingly consistent so far.  The 
0.87 ROI for the K-1 is an excellent return for a factor that produces 30% winners in a mass sample.  
Let’s see if applying the Vi as a filter will change these results dramatically. 
 
The chart below is a test of races with a Vi rated 37 or higher.  Compare results with the chart above. 
 
Vi = 37-55   All Dist/Surf   All Tracks   All Class Types 
 

Item      Win%     $ROI      
 

MLO-1      39      0.83 
ML0-2      21      0.81 
 

K-1        39      0.88 
K-2        23      0.83 
K-3        16      0.79 
 

Ev-1       25      0.88 
Ev-2       20      0.81 
 

Longshot Win Rate = 13.9% 
 
Substantial increases in win percentage among all factors.  The top two K-ratings will top 60% winners 
when the Vi is 37 or higher.  ML favorites are much better bets, with the top choice winning nearly 40%.  
Even the Fr1 (Ev) has a sizeable gain - but the ROI declines as longshots have decreased considerably. 
 
The rate of longshots drops to a measly 14%.  This means that when the Vi = 37-55 points, the rate of 
winning horses paying $15 or more falls to about 1 in 7 (14%).  Normal is 1 in 4 (25%).  This is the key 
point behind the Vi, the ability to predict an increase or decrease in the rate of favorites vs. longshots. 
 
On Page-10 let’s look at the opposite end of the Vi spectrum. 
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Systems and Angles 
Testing the Vi at the Lowest Levels 

 

Now we’ll go to the opposite direction of the previous test and examine the Vi at levels below 25.  The 
exact range will be 01-24.  But 15 is about as low as you will ever see the Vi plunge.  The lowest Vi races 
are typically large fields of claiming horses. 
 
Vi = 01-24   All Dist/Surf   All Tracks   All Class Types 
 

Item      Win%     $ROI      
 

MLO-1      19      0.71 
ML0-2      17      0.79 
 

K-1        21      0.85 
K-2        17      0.84 
K-3        14      0.81 
 

Ev-1       14      0.92 
Ev-2       11      0.82 
 

Longshot Win Rate = 32.6% 
 
The longshot rate is very healthy at these low Vi levels.  You can depend on more high priced winners.  
The (K) rating loses considerable strength, but the real loser here is the ML favorite.  The ML choice 
drops below 20% winners and that can open a lot of possibilities for shrewd handicappers.     
 
Whether you are a conservative bettor looking for solid high percentage plays or a tournament player 
needing a longshot, the Vi can be a major player in your analysis.  I am adding the Vi to the Tester in 
HTR2001 and it is already available in the export for Access users to query.  The Vi already appears at 
the top header in every HTR2001 report. 
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Software Upgrade 
HTR2001 September Upgrade 

 

The HTR2001 upgrade for September will be available on Tuesday Sept 10.  The new version adds some 
functionality and fixes several bugs.  I have also increased the speed of the processing in all areas includ-
ing the Tester and the Export.  Additional items were added to the HX4 export per user requests.  The 
new version will be dated “Sept 10, 2002” and will be available for download on our web site then. 
 
TLC 
Switched the bottom two sections on the report.  Now, the Velocity Screen is the third section and the 
Last Race Details and Impact are on the bottom.  This was done so you can quickly spot the early speed 
without scrolling to the bottom.  No other changes were made to the report. 
 
 

Printing 
The individual TLC reports can be printed with the Landscape LARGE PRINT function. 
Print-To-File is also now available for the TLC report. 
Print-To-File is now available for the Velocity/fps PP’s. 
 
Load Screen 
When you initially load the program, you can utilize the check box that processes a single day only.  This 
prevents HTR2001 from loading all files in the current folder and will display only the date chosen.  You 
can now choose ‘tomorrow’, ‘today’, or any of the last 30-days individually.   
 
HX4 Export 
Added several additional fields to the end of the HX4 rather than create an entirely new file type.   Read 
the addendum to the HX4.TXT file for information on the additional fields. 
 
Tandem/Key Race Screen 
Adds a more complete view of these horses and their PP’s.  
 
Impact Screen 
Additional material added to the data lines.   
 
Tester  
Added the Vi to the filter area.  Now you can test the Vi directly from your data. 
 
Help [?] Screens 
Updated the abbreviations and data list for the TLC and Program Screens.  The data list from the TLC 
applies to the entire HTR2001 program. 
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Late News – Nevada Tournaments 
 

A fair showing for the HTR contingent at the recent SunCoast handicapping championship that 
took place during August in Las Vegas.  Three of us finished in the top 20 and another won the 
Early Bird contest.  The overall scores were the lowest ever in this contest as the longshots 
were few and far between during the 3-days of competition.  Entry fee of $1000 must have dis-
couraged many, the turnout was only 207 players, they had expected 300 – thus the prizes 
were somewhat disappointing too.    
 
Several recent high-fee contests have been cancelled.  Not sure if it is the economy or the stock 
market, but expensive tournaments are become harder to fill.  However, three HTR members 
are making the trek to the Reno Hilton to compete in a 64 slot head-to-head tourney on Sept 5.  
That competition also offers four NTRA qualifying spots, so it will probably make the quota.   
Good luck to Tommy Castillo, Mike Mayo and Don Marconi in that one.  I’ll post the results on 
our message board when I get some news from them. 
 
The popular and well-attended Orleans Hotel Vegas tournament ($500 entry) returns on Octo-
ber 10.  Everyone from HTR is encouraged to get involved as we have had a tremendously suc-
cessful history competing there.  If you need more information, send me an email.   
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